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Abstract: Throughout the world, electrical power are becoming as one of the need in the 

growth of any country and as the area of spreading of power increasing day by day the losses 

occurred during transmission and distribution of power from generating station to consumer 

consumption location also increasing . So, now a days every one also thinking and focusing on 

the elimination of both kind of constant and variable  losses and competition for reducing losses 

in transmission and distribution lines is being introduced to increase efficiency of the electric 

power in the industries. In the transmission and distribution of electrical power their are many 

different types of losses which takes place during the transmission and distribution of electrical 

power some of them are taken as constant and some are variable losses and the value of variable 

losses can be increase or decrease as per the handling or maintenance of transmission and 

distribution system . The main aim is to identify all the losses in the transmission and distribution 

system. In this Dissertation we are calculating the all losses of mayapuri industrial area and after 

calculating all data we have separate out all different types of losses like technical and non – 

technical losses on the basis on top – down and bottom up approach / load factor and loss load 

factor.  And the final Calculation of losses gives the value for technical losses which helps to 

reduce the technical and non- technical losses to increase the efficiency of the system. And 

overcome the shortage of electrical power in future. The demand is increasing day by day 

because dependent on energy is increasing .it occupies the top position in the hierarchy. There 

are certain losses which affect the economy of power system. In India the percentage of 

transmission and distribution losses has been quite high. The term distribution losses refers to the 

difference between the amount of energy delivered to the distribution system and amount of 

energy consumer billed. So, to increase the efficiency of the transmission and distribution system 

we have to calculate the losses with different techniques and then summarize the losses and think 

about the methods how we can overcome these losses. In this dissertation ,we study the 

transmission and distribution losses of mayapuri industrial area through load factor and load loss 

factor and also calculating the losses through  top-down and bottom –up approach which give us 

the value of technical and non –technical losses .and in this we calculate the losses of different  

areas like domestic ,commercial ,industrial ,domestic +commercial etc. By calculating the losses 

of their different feeders, power transformer and distribution substation by collecting the values 

from different mention electricity station  and then by using formulae’s of calculating technical 

and non technical losses we get losses value and shows in the dissertation  through different 

tables and graphical  for better understanding of others.  And in future we can have some more 

advanced technique through which we can calculate the more accurate result of losses move a 
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step towards removing these losses by using advanced techniques and methods for better 

efficiency of transmission and distribution power system. 
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